
Sermon 19 September 2010
Amos 8:4-7, 1 Timothy 2:1-7, Luke 16:1-13
By Rev. Terry MacArthur

"You people living in Geneva walk on blood." An African friend of a staff member of the WCC gave his
critique of Switzerland with its gains from the dirty money of despots and tax cheats. It might be a dramatic
paraphrase of the prophet Amos. "Hear this you that trample on the needy and bring to ruin the poor in the
land."

Amos was an angry prophet, a strangely contemporary one. Centuries ago he warned Switzerland about the
creep towards keeping stores open on the Sunday with his caricature of the shopkeepers who say, "When will
the Sabbath be over so that we may offer wheat for sale."? Amos wouldn't know, of course, that you could
just go across the border into France.

Do you suppose Amos would have been in front of the new IKEA with a sign? Or shouting, "Hear this you
buying the poor for silver." Maybe he calculates that IKEA is better than Wal-Mart or Conforama and gives
them a pass. It's hard to keep track of all these corporations. Amos was already talking about manufacturers of
running shoes. Hear this you 'buying the needy for a pair of sandals'. No prophet is as angry at injustice as
Amos. He probably didn't get invited to many dinner parties. But his anger matches the mood of our time
when lots of people are angry. Rage is in these days. It sells TV programs and wins elections.

But Amos would not recognize the anger of the UDC in Switzerland, or the Front Nationale in France.
Injustice was the key problem for Amos not immigrants. If you listen to the Tea party in the US, the federal
government it the enemy. Gail Collins, a columnist for the New York Times recently wrote, "The new,
empowered Tea Party Republicans preach their national agenda, which seems to involve not spending federal
money on anything George Washington didn't personally shop for."

Anger is the mood, from protesters against nuclear power in Berlin yesterday to the strikes in France against
changing the pension system, to the marches in Afghanistan against that stupid fool in Florida threatening to
burn Korans.

Are you angry too?

I recognize in myself an ongoing anger. Maybe I am just mad at getting old. Or maybe injustice now works on
me. Yesterday Ban Ki-moon, pleaded for another billion dollars for Pakistan. But earlier in the week the US
government announced that it was selling arms to Saudi Arabia for 60 billion dollars. The US paraded the sale
as a victory for US jobs, but I wish they had been questioning what else 60 billion might do for educating kids
or providing potable water or building hospitals. If one has 60 billion to spend, maybe spending it on the
needs of people is a better long-term security strategy than putting it into helicopters. The poor go pleading
while the arms merchants find their way to secret Swiss bank accounts. Surely angry Amos would have
something to say.

One time when I was a young pastor, I got a call on Monday morning from a parishioner. She was furious
with me. I had preached on Amos. She didn't mention my prophetic zeal, nor even my clearly socialistic
tendencies with all that concern for the poor. No. I had preached on Amos, and I didn't even mention that
Amos was a farmer. God had called a farmer to be a prophet. In a congregation full of farmers, how could I
fail to raise the possibility that a farmer could become the voice of God? Anger between believers is not a new
thing.

Many of you know that some months ago a man went on a virulent attack against the leadership of our
congregation. Although there was agreement that his attack was over the top, we disagreed over how to
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respond. Dormant fault lines within our community re-opened. Deeply held principles came into conflict. Old
wounds found another chance to get aired. Over time, an anger rose in our midst. Anger begets anger. Hurt
begets hurt. Rumor begets rumor. I don't think anyone who has been through this or its aftermath has escaped
unscathed. Some wounds go deep because they are inflicted by those we love. The search for support for one's
position can carry within it the attack of someone else. We can get good at justifying our knives and
rehearsing the stabs. It is a sign of some strength in our community that we are still here. Healing processes
have been started and are bearing fruit. But healing is harder to accomplish then inflicting wounds, and scars
takes a lot longer to form than the quick slice that draws blood.

In our church it is time to turn from one Biblical writer to another, from angry Amos towards conciliatory I
Timothy, "so that we may lead a quiet and peaceable life in all godliness and dignity." At this stage the more
righteous the anger is the more it kills. It is difficult when decisions are made, against which one has strong
objections to keep together as a community. But for the moment, we need an intentional working towards
peace, a wisdom towards reconnecting to one another, a way forward so in our search to follow Jesus, we
don't end up destroying one another, or our community. Those of us serving either as staff or on committees
have become fragile. I have become fragile. The fights have been in many directions but all of them too long.
When anger comes, we must learn to use the phone to find solutions rather than spouting off through e-mail. It
is time to talk with each other rather than about each other. It is time to listen to the other's hurt as much as
explain our own so that "all of us be saved and come to the knowledge of the truth."

Even if you have not been in this fray, what turning does Jesus call you to so that following him leads towards
godliness and dignity?

On Tuesday Max and I went to see the French film, Des Hommes et de Dieu, Of men and God. It is the story
of a small monastery in Algeria confronted by Islamic terrorists and the suspicion of the Algerian government.
One of the brothers provides medical care for the village. They attend celebrations at their Muslim neighbors.
The village elders plead with them to stay. The seven men have debates, which I wish I could have
understood, about whether to stay or go in the face of the threat.

One day the prayers of the brothers get interrupted by the ominous sound of a helicopter. Dread hovers over
the small chapel. They don't know what to do. Slowly they all turn to face the door through which might come
their attackers. They instinctively put their arms around each other and sing a hymn. We see them from
behind, from the viewpoint of the altar, their arms and bodies interlocked, fear and faith combined and given
to God with a song.

Maybe this scene moves me so much, because we are working on healing each other, that there will come a
day when in spite of all the hurts and different opinions, we will begin to hold on to one another again. I am
hopeful that the invectives can stop so we find strength in one another and not just rehearse a collection of
hurts and histories of pain. I ask the forgiveness of those who have been on the edges of this situation or new
to our congregation. We don't need a curiosity, which asks us to recount the painful history, but we do need
your prayers, and your energy towards some new avenues for ministries, which might unite us.

This church is not just my place of work. It has become my home. I don't want to see it crumpled. I pray for
the Spirit to surround us so we find again not just our anger, but our godliness and dignity, not just our fears,
but the knowledge of the truth, that Christ Jesus, himself human, gave himself a ransom for all.

I look forward to the time when we recover our sense of vocation as a Christian community, when we find a
common anger with Amos against some of the injustices prominent in our world, when we find common
cause, faithful in little and much, to serve Jesus Christ. Then as a congregation in the sight of God our Savior,
who desires that everyone be saved, we will hold on to one another and sing,
To give and give, and give again, as God's own grace is free; to spend ourselves nor count the cost to serve
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most gloriously, the God who gave all worlds that are, and all that are to be.
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